This paper presents a method of controlling multibody systems using a recursive formulation of workspace control. Using recursive multibody dynamics techniques, we generate the model for a workspace controller avoiding the need to symbolically create the complex equations of motion. The workspace controller is then applied to make a planar biped balance. The paper first describes the biped model and then presents the recursive workspace controller. Finally, the paper presents the results of a simulation in which the controller commands the biped t o lower to a standing position.
Introduction
Predictive computer models for human motion have applications in animation [I] , sports equipment design, soldier equipment design, and soldier training. To be effective, however, the predictive models must react appropriately and dynamically to changing body positions, varying loads, and external forces. Creating predictive models involves realistic simulation as well as the more difficult problem of designing controllers to command the motion of the model. The simulation and control problem is complicated by the fact that the model is often in contact with the environment. The human body is often modelled as a multibody (MB) -a collection of rigid bodies interconnected by joints. Designing controllers for MB systems is difficult since the equations of motion are lengthy, complex, nonlinear, coupled differential equations. An additional difficulty is that the equations of motion change as the model contacts the environment.
In this paper, we create a planar MB model, shown in Figure 1 , of a human and design a model-based controller t o balance the MB system. The controller creates an approximate model of the MB system through recursive MB techniques. We calculate the workspace dynamics, also known as operational space dynamics [2], for the central body through several passes from rigid body to rigid body in the multibody structure. We formulate the controller in the central body to provide an intuitive relationship between input and output. We then use this model to calculate a desired body force which is translated to joint torques through another pass through each rigid body in the multibody structure. The recursive multibody techniques alleviate the need to symbolically generate the complex differential equations of motion.
The controlled system is simulated in 3D using Impulse [3] [4] , a multibody simulator that is designed to handle contact. Impulse simulates the controlled system and provides the inputs to the recursive workspace controller. The simulator calls the controller at a user specified rate.
The first section of the paper describes the model of the planar biped. The second section describes the recursive workspace controller in detail. The next section presents simulation results of the biped lowering the body to a standing position. The paper concludes with a discussion of future work.
Description of Biped Model
The model of the planar biped in the zero configuration is shown in Figure 2 . The multibody system consists of a central body, a right leg and foot, and a left leg and foot. The central body is labeled as link 1 and the link index increases as one moves outwardly from the central body. The first joint is joint 2 and is the joint between link 1 and link 2. Each joint is a single degree of freedom rotational joint aligned with the +y-axis. A positive joint angle corresponds to a rotation of an adjacent outboard link about the +y-axis relative to the adjacent inboard link. Outboard indicates a progression from link to link in a direction towards one of the feet. Inboard indicates a progression toward the central body. Positive torques are referenced in the same manner as the joint angles. The location of each joint relative to the inertial frame is given in braces in Figure 2 .
The masses of each link and the inertia about the yaxis is also shown in Figure 2 . The polygonal models were first designed based on measurements of a human subject. The density of water was used to calculate the mass and inertia of each body. The mass and inertia of each body is calculated in Impulse. The central body has a mass of 45 Kg, a weight of 99.2 lbs. Most of the total mass of 72.5 Kg is concentrated in the central body. The location of the center of mass of each link is given in Figure 2 and is given in parentheses. The principal axes of inertia are shown in Figure 2 and are aligned with the inertial coordinate axes except for the two feet. The principal axes of the feet are rotated about the -y-axis of the inertial frame by 8.547 degrees.
The sensors available to the controller are the joint angles; joint velocities; central body orientation and position relative to an inertial frame; and the body velocity of the central body. The sensor inputs are obtained from Impulse, and Impulse calls the controller at a user specified rate.
Recursive Workspace Controller
The block diagram for the recursive workspace controller is shown in Figure 3 . We use the term recursive and iterative to mean successive link to link cal- The MB states first pass through the velocity propagation stage. The velocity propagation stage consists of an outboard recursion and calculates the body velocity of each link based on the body velocity of the inboard link, the joint position, and the joint velocity. Coriolis and gravitational forces are also calculated during this stage as well as the forward kinematics. We use the term forces to indicate both forces and torques.
The information calculated in the velocity propagation stage is passed to the workspace dynamics calculation stage. The workspace dynamics calculation consists of an inboard recursion from the feet to the central body. The workspace dynamics calculation produces the approximate workspace dynamics for the central body. This stage calculates the articulated body(AB) inertia [5] and bias forces of the inboard link based on the AB inertia and bias forces of the outboard link.
The AB inertia and bias forces relate an external force applied to a link to the acceleration of that link and take into account the links outboard to the link. The AB inertia and bias force for the central body provide the approximate workspace dynamics. AB inertias and bias forces are discussed in many references including We now present the various components of the recursive workspace controller in more detail.
Initialization
The [9] . In [lo] , the authors derive the solution of the inverse dynamics problem (given joint angles, velocities, and accelerations calculate the necessary torques) for serial chains in terms of Lie group theory and give a background in twists and adjoints.
Workspace Dynamics Calculation
The approximate workspace dynamics are calculated through a recursion from the feet to the body. The algorithm calculates the articulated body (AB) inertia [5] and bias forces of the inboard link based on the AB inertia and bias force of the outboard link. The AB inertia and bias forces for the central body are calculated in the last step in the iteration. The algorithm is given below: The bias forces, z J , and AB inertias, P3, are first initialized to the values given above. The fixed base approximation is then applied to the two feet. The next inboard recursion calculates the AB inertia for each link based on the AB inertia of the outboard link. The approximate calculation of the workspace inertia is given in [6] and an exact calculation with Coriolis and gravitational forces is given in [SI in terms of the spatial operator algebra. We have derived a recursive algorithm to calculate the exact workspace dynamics in terms of Lie group theory and the steps in this algorithm share many similarities with the algorithm derived by the spatial operator algebra in [8].
Workspace Force Calculation
The previous step provides the approximate workspace inertia and workspace bias forces. The workspace inertia is the AB inertia for link 1, PI. 
The desired force is calculated with a computed-torque control law in the workspace. The desired values are denoted with a superscript d.
Force Propagation
The desired body force is then converted into actuator torques through an outboard iteration. The recursion calculates the torques given the desired body force. angles. The graphical display reveals that the right foot is slipping slowly backward. The left foot is also slipping but more slowly than the right foot. We believe that this is an artifact of the simulation method used in Impulse. We currently are developing a simulator better suited to handle the continuous, planar contact occurring in simulating humans standing, walking and running.
The body pose and orientation relative to the inertial frame over the 10 second simulation time is shown in The six joint angles are shown over time in Figure 5 . The dashed lines correspond to the joints for the right leg. There is a noticeable drift in the right leg joint
The joint torque versus time is shown in Figure 6 . The joint torques drift over time and this is believed to be caused by the feet slipping. Notice that the torque required in the knee joint increases as the knee joint angle becomes more negative.
The location of the center of mass of the body in the x -z plane is shown in Figure 7 . The slight overshoot in e, and e, cause the curl at the end of the simulation. The body moves along the x direction, toward the back, as it crouches down to the desired height. This paper has demonstrated a control technique for multibody systems and has applied the technique to a multibody model of a planar biped. Recursive multibody dynamic algorithms are used to produce a model in the space that is important t o the particular problem. In this case, we designed the controller to stand and the important object in the multibody system is the central body. We, therefore, formed errors in this space and were rewarded with an intuitive relationship between body motion and controller gains. We are pleased with the approximate workspace calculation and may not implement the exact recursive techniques to calculate the workspace dynamics.
There are several areas for future work. We are currently 100 to 200 times slower than interactive speeds and this hinders our ability to tune the controller quickly. We are currently creating a new multibody simulator to better handle the continuous, planar contact in our problem. We will also implement this controller on a 3D biped model. The move from SE(2) to SE(3) will involve more joints, but the controller block diagram remains the same. The 3x3 matrices in the SE(2) algorithm will be replaced by 6x6 matrices for the SE(3) algorithm. Accounting for errors in orientation is another complication of a 3D biped, but it can be dealt with in several ways. We also need to modify the existing controller or design a new controller t o appropriately handle kinematic singularities. We then will begin t o implement controllers to take steps, walk, run, carry loads, jump, and change direction.
